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Abstract: For electromagnetic scattering of 3⁃D complex electrically large conducting targets，a new hybrid
algorithm，MoM ⁃ PO/SBR algorithm，is presented to realize the interaction of information between method of
moment（MoM） and physical optics（PO）/shooting and bouncing ray（SBR）. In the algorithm，the COC file that
based on the Huygens equivalent principle is introduced，and the conversion interface between the equivalent surface
and the target is established. And then，the multi⁃task flow model presented in this paper is adopted to conduct CPU/
graphics processing unit（GPU）tests of the algorithm under three modes，i.e.，MPI/OpenMP，MPI/compute unified
device architecture（CUDA） and multi ⁃ task programming model（MTPM）. Numerical results are presented and
compared with reference solutions in order to illustrate the accuracy and the efficiency of the proposed algorithm.
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0 Introduction

The development in computational electromag⁃
netic has gradually improved the algorithms in the
field of complex electrically large conducting targets.
However，all the algorithms have their own advan⁃
tages and limits. In addition，these algorithms are un⁃
able to solve the electrically large electromagnetic tar⁃
gets including mini⁃structures such as stitch closures，
cavities and protrusions on the surface. Since such tar⁃
gets have sophisticated electromagnetic scattering
mechanisms，researchers usually adopt the combina⁃
tion of high and low frequencies for the solution. For
a target with different electrical size regions， the
strong coupling effect exists between the electrically
large and small regions［1］. Therefore，the coupling ef⁃
fect between the field ⁃based method and the electro⁃
magnetic flow⁃based method must be resolved.

In order to solve this problem，Jakobus et al.［2］

applied the method of moment⁃physical optics
（MoM⁃PO）method in the electromagnetic analysis
of targets with dielectric coating structure. Howev⁃
er，Ref.［2］did not solve the problem of coupling
between MoM and PO regions. Yu et al.［3］ expand⁃
ed the work of Jakobus and applied，for the first
time， the impedance boundary condition ⁃ based
MoM⁃PO method in analyzing the coupling effect
between MoM and PO regions. However，their re⁃
search did not study the current of PO region that
changes due to the impact of the zigzag reflections.

Jin et al.［4］ presented the MoM ⁃ PO combined
method and considered the coupling between the
closed MoM and PO regions. However，they were un⁃
able to correctly calculate the interactive sophisticated
structure existed in the electrically large PO region.

In 2008，Prof. Zhang et al.［5］developed the low⁃
order and high ⁃ order parallel out⁃of⁃core solving
technique. Their technique overcame the physical in⁃
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ternal storage limitations，greatly expanded the ap⁃
plication scope of the MoM，and solved the million⁃
magnitude pure MoM issues with 512 processes. In
2010，Du et al.［6］ proposed a scheme of multi ⁃ row
data transmission in the GPU video memory and
computer’s internal storage. The new scheme signif⁃
icantly reduced the data communication traffic and
improved the program performance. However，the
scheme requires the transmission of matrices to the
GPUS video memory immediately after the LU de⁃
composition of the matrices begins，which limits the
computing scope.

On the aspect of platform construction， the
GPU is extensively used in the field of high ⁃perfor⁃
mance computing due to its strong parallel comput⁃
ing capability. The parallel data processing capabili⁃
ty of the GPU far exceeds the computing capability
of traditional CPU cores. The new heterogeneous
parallel architecture with the feature of“general
host processor + accelerated coprocessor”has be⁃
come a new research direction［7］ for the develop⁃
ment of high ⁃ performance computer systems. This
type of architecture has been adopted by supercom⁃
puters like“Tianhe ⁃1”“Tianhe ⁃2”“Shenwei”and

“Blue ⁃ ray”. The GPU many ⁃ core processor brings
the turning point for the development of high⁃perfor⁃
mance computer systems，but also faces new chal⁃
lenges. While realizing the domestic production of
cores，it is more urgent to realize the domestic pro⁃
duction of the platform software and the application
programs. The popular parallel programming model
and the parallel operating systems of isomorphic
CPU have been gradually replaced because it is ex⁃
tremely difficult for them to fully utilize the acceler⁃
ated computing capability of the heterogeneous par⁃
allel system.

Wang et al.［8］ developed the YPC/CUDA hy⁃
brid programming model. The MGP developed by
Barak et al.［9］ extended the OpenMP and estab⁃
lished the program development environment for
multiple CPU/GPU scenarios during the operation
of OpenCL. However， in these hybrid program⁃
ming models，the access of GPU to data still re⁃
quires the users to manually copy the data，leading
to redundant data copy.

In order to reduce the computing cost and in⁃
crease the computing scope，the author successfully
developed the“multi ⁃ algorithm collaborative solv⁃
er”after spending 5 a in research and development
of collaborative computing platform. This paper
aims to conclude and summarize the preliminary
work. The introduction of the multi ⁃ algorithm col⁃
laborative solver platform improves the collabora⁃
tive adaptability of the algorithm and establishes the
conversion interfaces between the equivalent surface
and the computing targets（MoM and PO/SBR）.
At the same time，the multi⁃task flow model set out
in this paper is adopted to conduct CPU/GPU tests
of the algorithm under MPI/OpenMP，MPI／CU⁃
DA，and multi ⁃ task programming model（MTPM）

modes. Then，the adaptability and the effectiveness
of the proposed algorithm are validated by conduct⁃
ing tests using the collaborative computing platform.

1 Platform Structure

1. 1 Distributed platform architecture

In order to conduct large ⁃scale electromagnetic
computing on the collaborative platform for the wide⁃
area computing tasks，all electromagnetic comput⁃
ing tasks are submitted to the“multi ⁃ algorithm col⁃
laborative solver” module. The multi⁃algorithm
breaks down the major computing tasks into several
sub⁃tasks. Afterwards，according to a certain specifi⁃
cation or standard，theses sub ⁃ tasks are packaged，
encoded and linked together in turn. Finally，the sub⁃
tasks are presented to the resource collaborative
platform of the collaborative computing platform in
the form of sub⁃task resource requirement linked
list. Once the sub ⁃ task resource requirement linked
list is received from the multi ⁃ algorithm collabora⁃
tive solver， the collaborative computing platform
distributes the resources for the computing tasks
based on real⁃time condition of the platform resourc⁃
es in order to rapidly return the computing results.

In this paper，the solver ⁃ platform interface is
referred as solver platform interface（SPI）. The SPI
is designed to provide the standard of data transmis⁃
sion between the platform and the solver. Through
the SPI，the solver divides a major computing task
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into several sub ⁃ tasks. The resource requirement
linked lists are then sent to the platform for demand
analysis. The platform completes the resource plan⁃
ning for each computing task and makes dispatching
decisions. After the platform computes the task，the
results are returned to the solver. The process is
shown in Fig.1.

The SPI represents the interface module that
consists of two parts：the resource request interface
of the solver and the computing feedback interface
of the platform. The responsibilities of the SPI are：
at the solver，converting the resource demand into
the JSON string；at the platform，interpreting the
JSON string describing the demand into standard in⁃
terface definition，and submitting it to the platform
for resource mapping. The SPI between both termi⁃
nals is described by the multiple sub ⁃ task resource
demands in the form of JSON string. These sub ⁃
tasks are linked together to form a complete task for
the multi ⁃ algorithm collaborative solver. Once the
computing is completed，the SPI returns the results
to the solver.

1. 2 Task implementation patterns

Considering the architectural feature of the
GPU［10］heterogeneous parallel system， this paper
uses the idea of hybrid programming model to estab⁃
lish a multi⁃task programming model integrated with
the GPU computing core and the CPU control. The
architecture of the multi⁃task model is shown in
Fig.2.

Since GPU lacks the ability of self⁃control，the
computing platform is composed of the GPU arith⁃
metic system and the logic control part of CPU.

Considering that the data processing of the al⁃
gorithm requires few field components，the bound⁃
ary data communication may be conducted synchro⁃
nously with the calculation of field value in non⁃adja⁃
cent manner. The stream in CUDA is used to con⁃

trol the mechanism and manage the asynchronous
memory copy function. Specifically，the serial exe⁃
cution segment’s programmed instruction，which is
completed by the collaboration of the CPU and the
GPU，is compiled in accordance to the task flow，

and the multi ⁃ task flow is then used to conduct the
parallel execution for the program processing. Each
of the task flow includes the master control panel
program run by the CPU and the computing kernel
run by the GPU. Each of the master control panel
program corresponds to one data flow，and each
GPU includes multiple blocks as GPU0，GPU1，
GPU2，GPU3，etc. The master control panel pro⁃
gram should be developed in accordance with the
traditional message⁃passing programming model，
while the computing kernel should be developed in
accordance with the programming model of CUDA
in order to achieve task⁃level and data⁃level parallel⁃
isms between the processors and the multi⁃GPU
processing units，respectively. The entire algorithm
program shows the parallel features at both task ⁃
and data⁃levels. Therefore， the advantage of the
multi ⁃ level parallelism for hardware should be fully
utilized. The message communication mode be⁃
tween the parallel tasks is used，and it should be
consistent with the traditional message communica⁃
tion interface of the MPI for the convenience of user
access. This will also guarantee the good expansibili⁃
ty and the inheritance of the currently developed par⁃
allel applications.

Fig.1 Data transmission relations between the solver and
the platform

Fig.2 Architecture of the multi⁃task model
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1. 3 Realization of parallel task flow

The proposed algorithm is implemented at the
GPU colony of the high⁃performance computing
center based on the CUDA software environment.
The algorithm realizes the multi⁃task flow program⁃
ming computing model with the integration of a new
concept and the multiple parallel task flow. This
model takes the MPI as the underlying communica⁃
tion architecture and realizes the parallelism among
the respective GPU node using the Pthread meth⁃
od，as shown in Fig.3.

The task management includes the start，distri⁃
bution， synchronization and end of the parallel
tasks. The multi ⁃ task flow in this paper adopts the
integration of process，thread and flow as shown in
Fig. 4. The task management uses the management
method with the integration of MPI_process，
Pthread and CUDA data flow. Specifically，the task
management completes the creation，end and syn⁃
chronization operations of process，thread and flow，

respectively， through the interface constructed by
the underlying software environment like MPI，
Pthread and CUDA. Since there is no direct syn⁃
chronous call for multi ⁃ thread synchronization，this
paper achieves the multi ⁃ thread synchronization by
changing the thread condition variable. The correla⁃
tion between the thread and the CUDA flow is com⁃
pleted using the private variables of the thread. Each
task flow in the nodes has an ID computed by using
the process ID of the MPI process，of which the
task flow belongs to and the sequence number of the
task flow in the process. Suppose that there are N
task flows（threads） in one MPI process，then the
task flow ID number = MPI process ID × N +
process ID of the sub⁃task flow.

2 Improvement of MoM ⁃ PO/SBR

Hybrid Method

This paper divides the target into smooth and
non ⁃smooth regions according to the smoothness of
the target surface and adopts the PO and the MoM
methods for solution，respectively.

For the non⁃smooth region，we have

∑
n= 1

N

E i = Ei inc + ∑
n= 1

N

E sPO，∑
k= 1

K

E sPO = EEPO + EMPO（1）

where EEPO， EMPO represent the electric⁃field
strength of the current and the magnetic current gen⁃
erated at the non⁃smooth region，respectively. Then
the matrix at the non⁃smooth region can be gained as

Fig.3 The proposed algorithm flow

Fig.4 Multi⁃task flow
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( Z MoM,MoM + Z MoM,PO ⋅ P PO,MoM ) ⋅ IMoM =
E i inc,fm - Z MoM,PO ⋅ P PO,inc （2）

where Z MoM，MoM is the matrix of self⁃action at the non⁃
smooth region，and

--η ⋅ fn,fm - E E+ EM ( (
--η ⋅ fn ) ⋅ n ),fm （3）

where fm is the function group and the same with the
primary function；Z MoM，PO the matrix with the inter⁃
action of the non⁃smooth and the smooth regions；
P PO，MoM the excitation of the non ⁃ smooth region to
the smooth region；and Z MoM，PO ⋅ P PO，inc the matrix
with the coupling effect at the considered smooth re⁃
gion.

For the smooth region，we have
J PO = δn × HTotal = δn ×( H iPO + H rPO ) （4）
In the meantime，according to the principle of

equivalence，for the lighting region
J PO = δn ×( n × ETotal )= δn ×( E iPO + E rPO ) /Z 0

（5）
The electromagnetic collaborative computing

platform considers the equivalent surface as the in⁃
terface. The equivalent surface is subdivided with a
triangular mesh and the equivalent surface electro⁃
magnetic flow is spread based on the Rao ⁃Wilton ⁃
Glisson（RWG）basis function. Considering that the
mesh forms and the basic functions used on the
equivalent surface and MoM are different， the
adaptability of the MoM must be revised to estab⁃
lish a conversion interface between the equivalent
surface and the MoM computing target.

Equivalent surface current is

J incs = ∑
i= 1

N

j incsi Λ si ( r )

M inc
s = ∑

i= 1

N

m inc
si Λ si ( r )

（6）

where Λsi ( r ) is the RWG function，J incs and M inc
s are

the incident electromagnetic current values，while
j incsi and m inc

si are equivalent to the incident electromag⁃
netic current values. The equivalent electromagnetic
current values of the scattering surface are

J scas = ∑
i= 1

N

jscasi Λ si ( r )

M sca
s = ∑

i= 1

N

m sca
si Λ si ( r )

（7）

That is，the RWG coefficient of the electro⁃

magnetic flow on the equivalent surface is converted
into the targeted near field （NF） using the
RWG2NF function module. The NF will be consid⁃
ered as the excitation source of the MoM. The NF
on the equivalent surface is converted into the RWG
coefficient of the equivalent surface using the
NF2RWG function module，i. e.，the collaborative
computing interface.

The collaborative master control program can
realize the collaborative computing by calling the
MoM collaborative program. The equivalent surface
and the mesh used by the MoM are shown in Fig.5.
The MoM collaborative program mainly includes
RWG2NF，MoM，and NF2RWG modules. The
RWG2NF module transforms the RWG coefficient
stored in the COC file into the targeted NF. The
MoM module is responsible for the simulation of the
targeted electromagnetic specificity and the comput⁃
ing of the NF on the equivalent surface. The
NF2RWG module converts the NF computed by
the MoM into the RWG coefficient in the COC file.

Finally，the total expression of the electromag⁃
netic field of the equivalent surface is obtained as
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The transformation of electromagnetic flow is
realized by the equivalent transformation. The equiv⁃
alent surface conversion can be achieved by solving
the upper model，that is，the computational collabo⁃
ration interfaces，as shown in Fig.6. The MoM col⁃
laborative program can realize the interaction of the
electromagnetic field information with PO/SBR by
using the COC file.

Fig.5 Schematic diagram of the equivalent processing
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Based on the unified framework of equivalent
Huygens algorithm，the collaborative calling inter⁃
face between the MoM and the PO/SBR algorithms
is established. In the traditional high ⁃ low frequency
mixed method，the computation of the coupling ma⁃
trix between the two areas is required to revise the
PO/SBR current in the MoM method area. There⁃
fore，the largest bottleneck of the mixed algorithm
of MOM⁃PO/SBR lies in the multiplication of these
two large matrices that require substantial amount of
time. Provided that there are N and M unknown val⁃
ues in the MoM and the PO/SBR areas，respective⁃
ly，the scales of these two matrices would be N×M
and M×N，respectively. The computing task of the
multiplication would be N2M. Therefore，reducing
the quantity of the unknown values will accelerate
the algorithm by square. Through replacing the orig⁃
inal object with the equivalent surface of the MoM
area，the effect on the PO/SBR can be coupled into
the equivalent surface（ES）and the system equation
can be solved iteratively on ES. This can reduce
both the solving scale of the coupling matrix and the
demand of the algorithm on internal storage.

While obtaining the current with higher preci⁃
sion on the surface of the smooth region using ray
tracing， it can only obtain the multiple reflection
field values of ray tubes. The field of the ray tubes
cannot be effectively transformed into the current of
the smooth region in the receiving processes of the
ray tubes. Hence，this paper uses the ray ⁃ density
normalization（RDN） idea to obtain the field solu⁃
tion of the scattered rays，and then obtain the equiv⁃
alent current on the face unit by interpolation.

3 Parallel Implementation

The hybrid programming model of MPI/
OpenMP，MPI/CUDA and MTPM are used for
the acceleration test comparison between the CPU
and the GPU.

First，different numbers of CPU cores are used
to calculate the radar⁃cross section（RCS） of the
model. The tests on the MPI/OpenMP and the
MPI/CUDA platforms have no task flow control.
Therefore，only one task flow is initiated in the test
of MTPM model for control with 64，128，256，
512，100，2 000，5 000 and 10 000 as the numbers
of cores（Fig.7）.

Secondly，only one task flow is initiated to test
the computing speed and the computing efficiency
under different numbers of cores of the GPU
（Fig.8）.

Lastly，two blocks on the GPU node and two
cores of the CPU are randomly selected to test the
computing speed and the computing efficiency under
the three different platform models and the different
numbers of task flows.

On the colony，the scalability of the algorith⁃
mic routine is tested first and results are shown in
Fig.7. It can be seen from the figure that the decline
tendencies of the computing time curve under the
three platform models are basically consistent. The
computing time at the same testing point is tMTPM>
tMPI/CUDA>tMPI/OpenMP，and the computing effect of the
MTPM model under the single task flow mode is
bad. The parallel efficiency is significantly reduced

Fig.7 Parallel performance comparison under single task
flow

Fig.6 Synergy improvement of the MoM method
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with the increase of cores with over 90% for 64
cores. When the number of cores is increased to
10 000，the parallel efficiency of the MTPM plat⁃
form is the lowest（only 35%），and the model of
MPI/OpenMP is the highest（54%）.

The high time consumption and low efficiency
of the MTPM model are mainly due to the initiation
of the task flow. The page locks the memory for
message buffer，and the locking and unlocking of
the message buffer cause additional time and effi⁃
ciency loss. With the increase of communication da⁃
ta，although the MTPM model has reduced the data
transmission process，there is no significant change
in the additional expense ratio. Hence，the delay in
the MTPM model is still larger than the delays in
the MPI/OpenMP and the MPI/CUDA models.

Since the testing results of the MTPM model
under single task flow control are relatively unsatis⁃
factory，the single task control testing is not con⁃
ducted after the interface is called collaboratively
through the mixed algorithm.

The multi task flow is developed under the
MTMP model. It can be seen from Fig.8 that there
is no significant difference in computing time and ef⁃
ficiency among MPI/OpenMP， MPI／CUDA，

MTMP（single task）if the core（block）/ task flow

is small. With the increase of cores（blocks）/task
flow，the computing advantage of multi ⁃ task flow
stands out， the computing time is reduced by
21.6% and the computing efficiency is improved by
13% at 120 cores（blocks）/flow. Comparing the
tests of the single task and the multi ⁃ task flows un⁃
der the MTMP model，the computing time of the
multi ⁃ task flow is significantly reduced and the effi⁃
ciency is notably improved. However，with the in⁃
crease of cores（blocks） and the increase of task
flow，both the reduction range of the increased com⁃
puting time and the efficiency are reduced.

The CPU is used as the host to collaborate
with the GPU as the coprocessor，and it is responsi⁃
ble for the transaction handling and the serial com⁃
puting that require strong logicality，while the GPU
focuses on the implementation of highly threaded
parallel processing tasks. In the meantime，the task
flow is also added for control to test the computing
time and the efficiency of the multiple task flows
and the multiple cores under the three models.

At the middle and the later stages of the re⁃
search，the MTPM model is set up in the collabora⁃
tive computing platform to test the collaborative in⁃
terface calling of the mixed algorithm. According to
the above ⁃ described conclusions that appropriate
numbers of CPU cores and GPU blocks should be
selected to ensure computing efficiency，the multi ⁃
task flow comparison test is conducted with 512
CPU cores and 64 GPU blocks.

Fig.9 shows the cases of calling and not calling
the platform interface.“Not calling the platform in⁃
terface”indicates the results of not using the method
proposed in this paper；while“calling the platform
interface”indicates the results after using the pro⁃
posed method. The computing time in both cases de⁃
creased significantly，but the performance is much
better when the interface is called. With regard to
the computing efficiency，under the condition of call⁃
ing the platform，the decreasing trend of efficiency
rate is smoother and the efficiency is higher than
that with not calling the platform interface. The re⁃
sults validate that the multi⁃task flow model can sat⁃
isfactorily adapt to the computing demand of the col⁃
laborative platform interface.

Fig.8 Multi ⁃ GPU parallel performance comparison under
single/multiple task flows
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From Figs.7，8 and 9，the parallel efficiency al⁃
ways shows a decline tendency with the increase of
cores（blocks） for both the colony of GPU and the
colony of CPU. The reason is that the computing
time is decided by the volume of computational do⁃
main，while the communication time is decided by
the surface area of the computational domain. There⁃
fore，with the increase of cores（blocks）i. e.，the in⁃
crease of the divided computational domain，the re⁃
duction in the computing time will be greater than
that in the communication time. With the increase of
computing resource， the proportion of computing
time in computing plus communication time will be
gradually reduced and the effect of the parallel accel⁃
eration will be reduced，which will reduce the parallel
efficiency.

Although the parallel efficiency exhibits a de⁃
cline tendency，the speed of decline is slowed down
to some extent，thereby improving the computation⁃
al efficiency. After the collaboration of the GPU and
the CPU，the acceleration ratio reaches the highest
value across all the tests in this paper，and the com⁃
puting time reduction also reached its maximum.
However，the parallel efficiency keeps decreasing at
a relatively high speed with the increase of task
flows. Therefore， during the program operation
while using the GPU heterogeneous parallel sys⁃

tem，the weighted relation between the computa⁃
tional complexity and the communication time
should be fully considered for the quantity of the par⁃
allel task flows in order to ensure that each GPU is
distributed with sufficient computational complexi⁃
ty. It will avoid the idleness and uneven distribution
of computing resources，and will guarantee the ratio⁃
nal utilization of GPU computing resources.

4 Test Comparison

Example 1 In order to validate the accuracy
of the proposed algorithm，a coated metallic ball
with a radius of 0.5 m is selected as the research ob⁃
ject. The surface of the selected ball has two layers
of 15 mm ⁃ thick coating medium， as shown in
Fig. 10. The electromagnetic parameters of the two
layers of coating materials from inside to outside are
set as follws. The dielectric coefficient and the mag⁃
netic permeability of coating layer 1 are 3-2j and
2-j，respectively，while the coating layer 2 has the
dielectric coefficient of 2-j and the magnetic perme⁃
ability of 3-2j. The vertical polarization wave fre⁃
quency is f=10 GHz，the incident angle is θ=0°，
φ=0°，and the scattering angle is θ=0°—180°，φ=
0° . The normal direction of the triangle face at the
smooth region and the primary function parallel to
the incident wave are included in the non⁃smooth re⁃
gion，while the rest of the primary functions is in⁃
cluded in the smooth region. Thus，the unknown
numbers at the smooth and the non ⁃smooth regions
are 5 147 526 and 2 239 018，respectively，and the
angle separation is 0.1° . In the range of θ ∈［0，
180°］，by using fast blanking process（the surface
current of the surface element in the shadowed re⁃

Fig.9 Parallel performance comparison in multi⁃task
streams

Fig.10 Illustration of the coated ball model
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gion of the incident for the PO region is 0，while
there is no impact on the MoM area），the primary
function for the PO area can be reduced to
1 895 246，and then the double station RCS can be
calculated. The computing results and the compari⁃
son diagram are shown in Fig. 11. It can be seen
from the figure that the two results of the MoM⁃PO/
SBR and the Mie solution match well，indicating
the accuracy of the algorithm proposed in this paper.

Example 2 The Yun⁃Ba aircraft platform
loaded with antenna is selected for this second test.
In order to conveniently compare the results with
the literature data［11］，and to reduce the time cost of
the parallel test，assume that it is the isotropic case，
that is Zu=Zv，and n=0. The proposed algorithm in
this paper is degraded to the situation of perfect elec⁃
tric conductor（PEC）. The precision of Ip=h/6 of
the triangle face unit is selected for analysis，the in⁃
cident frequency is f=2 GHz，the antenna is a mi⁃
cro⁃strip antenna，which is the computational area of
MoM. And the body of the aircraft is the computa⁃
tional domain of the PO/SBR. Due to the large geo⁃
metric size that would consume a large amount of
computer memory，Example 2 uses the multi ⁃ core
CPU under colony environment for calculation.
Fig.12 compares the computing result with the ana⁃

lytic solution of the proposed algorithm. The com⁃
parison diagram in Fig.12 shows that the two results
match well，indicating the accuracy of the algorithm
proposed in this paper.

5 Conclusions

The MoM⁃PO/SBR algorithm is developed to
solve the complex electromagnetic radiation/scatter⁃
ing problem.

（1） Cooperative computing is implemented
based on MoM⁃PO/SBR collaborative program.
The MoM⁃PO/SBR cooperative program includes
three functional modules：the RWG2NF，the high ⁃
order MoM and the NF2RWG. The RWG2NF
module converts the RWG coefficients from the in⁃
put COC file into the target surface NF. The high ⁃
order MoM module takes the NF generated by the
RWG2NF as the excitation source to simulate the
electromagnetic characteristics of the target and cal⁃
culate the NF on the equivalent surface. Lastly，the
NF2RWG module converts the NF calculated by
the high ⁃ order MoM into the RWG coefficients
from the output COC file. The MoM collaboration
program realizes the collaborative computing with
the PO/SBR through the COC file.

（2）The idea of hybrid programming model，a
multi ⁃ task flow programming model integrating the
GPU computing core and the CPU control are de⁃
veloped according to the CUDA programming mod⁃
el to realize task⁃level and data⁃level parallelisms be⁃
tween the processors and the multi⁃GPU processing
units，respectively.

（3）The computing time and the efficiency of
the proposed algorithm are tested using different
CPU core/GPU blocks under different task flow
controls. The CPU core and the GPU block num⁃
bers reach 10 000 and 120 cores， respectively.
Thus，more suitable task flow and hardware com⁃
puting resource allocations are obtained.
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